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Abstract. An increasing number of devices and applications from the Smart
Home and Ambient Assisted Living domain are leaving the experimental state
and are reaching commercial viability. These developments come with great
opportunities, but also with challenges for elderly and disabled people. In this
paper, we propose a holistic approach, using concepts of the Global Public
Infrastructure (GPII), the Universal Remote Console (URC) and the upcoming
technology of Web Components, to build personalized and adaptive user
interfaces for people with special needs. The goal is to provide for everyone the
interface fitting best his or her needs. In this paper we present the preliminary
result of our approach and discuss its impact on the design of adaptive user
interfaces.
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1 Introduction

We face a world with an increasing presence of information and communication
technologies (ICT) in everyday life situations. ICT products are available in public
spaces, at work and in our homes. Also the technical interconnections and interde-
pendencies of ICT products are continuously increasing. Consequently, we are
approaching a world of so-called smart environments. This trend yields a high potential
to support us in our daily life and to make it more comfortable.

This is true for “regular” users but also for people with special needs like people
with disabilities or elderly people. Several studies [1–3] have illustrated the potential of
providing smart environments for elderly people and that elderly are willing to use
them as a support for retaining an independent life. What also needs to be considered in
this scenario, is that ICT products are not only getting richer in functionality, but also in
complexity [4] involved with new challenges for the design of user interfaces [5].
Different users have different needs, preferences and requirements, regarding the usage
of an ICT product. This is of special importance when considering elderly people,
where accessibility issues can change over time and the skill level of interacting with
ICT products varies broadly [6]. One approach of providing user interfaces to a
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heterogeneous user group, with changing requirements, are so called adaptive user
interfaces [7], which accommodate the needs and preferences of a distinct user.

However, it must be taken into account that the smart home market is still an
emerging and consequently a very volatile market with a lot of different technologies.
As pointed out in [8], it is very important that the choice of a certain adaptation engine
does not restrict the users’ opportunities to connect to multiple smart home technol-
ogies rather than to a single one. Instead, an appropriate adaptive user interface plat-
form for smart homes and Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) applications must be able to
provide adaptive user interfaces upfront so that a heterogeneous user group can access
the system, while at the same time it must be able to integrate different smart home
technologies in the backend so that users can benefit from all available technologies.

In this paper, we describe an approach using concepts of the Global Public
Infrastructure (GPII) [9], the Universal Remote Console (URC) [10, 11] and the
upcoming technology of Web Components [12], to build personalized and adaptive
user interfaces for people with special needs. We propose an approach to build adaptive
user interfaces, using self-adapting user interface widgets on the basis of Web Com-
ponents. Beside the adaptation logic, the user interface widgets will comprise mech-
anisms to connect to GPII and to the URC framework. The connection to GPII enables
the component to get access to the users personal preference set [13] with which the
component adapts its appearance to the user’s preferences and personal needs. We use
URC for the adaptation at design time and for connecting to different devices and
services in a smart-home environment (e.g., a television, HVAC device). URC intro-
duces an abstract user interface layer for any device or service, called a user interface
socket. Concrete user and device specific interfaces can be build upon this socket layer
taking the user’s needs and contextual parameters, such as the device being used, into
account.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an over-
view of related work. Section 3 describes the adaptation mechanisms of GPII and URC.
Section 4 illustrates the concept of our approach. Section 5 provides a discussion on
our work, displays envisioned benefits, and offers an outlook on the current status and
next steps.

2 Related Work

Today, it is widely agreed that smart homes and the concept of AAL can bring great
benefits for a wide spectrum of users. Mavrommati and Darzentas present an overview
on HCI issues related to Ambient Intelligence [14]. Nevertheless, Saizmar and Kim
claim that HCI research in smart homes is limited and biased to specific situations [15].
Abascal et al. criticize that, although many scenarios have been described in the field of
ambient intelligence, the interface between the user and the system still remains unclear
[16]. In order to improve acceptance of Ambient Intelligence and to make it capable to
provide better life quality in a non-obtrusive way, Casas et al. point out the necessity to
combine ongoing Ambient Intelligence technological developments with user-centered
design techniques [17].
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In the same vein, Mavrommati and Darzentas point to the necessity of focusing on a
more user centered HCI perspective [14]. Studies have shown that elderly people are
willing to use Smart Home technologies for the purpose of a longer independent life
[1, 18]. It is acknowledged that Ambient Assisted Living technologies have the
potential of providing safe environments for elderly people [2].

Nevertheless, at the moment, many technologies do not yet meet the needs of
elderly people and current solutions overemphasize the importance of smart devices
while either neglecting or lacking real implementations on the side of human inter-
action and human power [17]. Therefore, several authors have argued for a more
user-centered view in the Ambient Assisted Living domain [17, 19, 20].

Kleinberger et al. [21] and Abascal et al. [17] are concerned with the design of
appropriate user interfaces in the field of Ambient Assisted Living. Their conclusion is
that natural and adaptive interfaces can bring great benefits to this field.

The PIAPNE Environment [16] is an adaptive Ambient Assisted Living system for
elderly people based on three models: A user model (capabilities, permissions), a task
model (user activity) and a context (environment) model. The system consists of
multiple layers, including a middleware layer to bridge different network technologies
and an intelligent service layer to which intelligent applications (interfaces) can be
connected.

The MyUI project [22] provides a framework for self-adaptive user interfaces. The
project follows the approach that user interface developers create an abstract applica-
tion interaction model that is rendered at runtime according to a user profile and
environmental conditions. It uses an interactive TV set as a communication point.
MyUI allows only controlling one device at the time, with a dedicated user interface.
Responding to multiple devices in a single user interface in order to execute scenarios
in a smart home environment is not within the project’s scope. A scenario that falls
under this condition would be dimming the lights, switching on TV and blue-ray player
with one command; hence, enabling “cinema mode”.

3 Providing a Suitable User Interface for Everyone

In 2010, Sloan et al. illustrated in their work the potential and benefits of adaptive web
user interfaces for the elderly [24]. However, they pointed out the necessity for
frameworks and environmental settings to accommodate this adaptation process and
that an appropriate system was still missing at that time. By now, The GPII and the
URC framework provide appropriate solutions to close this gap of missing foundation
technologies.

3.1 The Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure

The GPII serves as a foundation to support adaptation of user interfaces across devices
by transferring settings from one device or service to another. The vision of the GPII is
to provide personalized, self-adaptive user interfaces to all people, including those
facing accessibility barriers when using the Internet or other electronic services.
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Independent of age, disability or literacy, people shall be enabled to use the full
advantage of the Internet and with that having the chance to access typical features and
applications of our modern world.

In order to benefit from this infrastructure users have to customize their private
devices like PCs, smart phones, etc., according to their own needs. The GPII uses the
settings from the user’s personal device and stores them as a so-called personal
preference set. The user’s preferences contain information like the need for increased
font size, a scanning keyboard, or volume settings. The preference set is stored in the
cloud. From now on the user can use every device connected to the GPII. Typical
examples are ticket machines, computers in public libraries or applications running on
any platform. The adaptation process is conducted by transferring the user’s needs and
preferences from one system or application to another. The adaptation process com-
prises preparation at runtime as well as design time. If a user expresses the need for a
larger font size, a specific color theme or magnification, this can easily be done at
runtime.

However, more complex adaptations like content adaptations (e.g. the provision of
sign-language videos to describe content for deaf people) need to be prepared when
designing the application; since sign language videos cannot be automatically gener-
ated for the corresponding content at runtime [30].

In several studies it was illustrated that the elderly can benefit from assistive
technologies and the conformance of user interfaces to accessibility guidelines [25, 26].
However, elderly users face also issues due to different perception models or strategies
in the meaning making process [27–29].

As it was stated in [23], the elderly rely on familiar interaction patterns and tend to
use them more frequently rather then to search for alternative interaction flows to
accomplish their goals. When confronted with semantic barriers where they cannot
apply their familiar interaction concepts they rather blame themselves than the appli-
cation’s design. Therefore, the elderly have preferences and needs in which an adap-
tation must be conducted on the content’s semantic level [23] and as described,
semantic content adaptation is hard to undertake without design time preparations.
Zimmermann et al. [31] illustrated that user interfaces can be modeled as layered
systems, consisting of three layers: presentation and input events, structure and
grammar, and content and semantics; hence, in an attempt to provide a strongly
user-centered adaption one has to consider runtime and design-time adaption [30].

3.2 The Universal Remote Console

The Universal Remote Console (URC) focuses mainly on electronic devices that can be
found in smart home environments and in the AAL domain. URC provides pluggable,
portable and personalized user interfaces; hence, people can control any target device
or service with a controller-device and with a user interface, which best fits their needs.

In order to enable pluggable user interfaces, every target has to provide an abstract
description of its user interface functionality - the user interface socket description, or
just “socket description”. A socket description is basically an API description of a
devices’ operating interface and contains information about properties that can be
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accessed by a user, in the form of variables (e.g., the temperature of a thermostat),
commands that can be sent to the device (e.g., changing the channel on a TV) and
notifications that are dispatched by the target (e.g., reminder function of a calendar).
Based on these socket descriptions, one can either develop personalized user interfaces
for different user groups or additional resources for existing user interfaces.

User interface resources are associated with dedicated socket elements and can be
any user interface component, e.g. supplemental labels for multi-language support,
additional help texts or instructions to sign language videos. User interfaces and user
interface resources are stored on a resource server and are downloaded on demand at
runtime. In a usage scenario, a user connects their controller device, e.g., a smartphone
running a URC client, via the URC system to a target. Based on their specific controller
device, a list of appropriate user interfaces is then presented for the user to choose from.
The chosen user interface is automatically downloaded from the resource server and
virtually plugged into the socket exposed by the target.

Targets of the same class (like TVs) could all expose a basic common socket,
containing common functionality. A person can therefore exchange their device while
retaining its familiar user interface. This usage of personalized user interfaces can also
be seen as an asset for the elderly, since they can continue to use their well-known user
interfaces, without being afraid of using new technologies; therefore, pluggable user
interfaces can accommodate different perception models or meaning making strategies.

4 Concept of the Envisioned Approach

We propose an approach to provide self-adapting user interface components, so-called
widgets. Each widget is intended to execute a certain task, like one for the log-in to a
device, or another one representing a simple switch. All widgets together form a set of
building blocks that can be used to create more complex user interfaces. We decided to
use the upcoming technology of Web Components [32] for implementing the different
building blocks, in order to be as platform independent as possible and to be able to
define independent components with clear interfaces.

Web Components provide the potential to define and use and arbitrary HTML
elements that extend the element space of HTML. For example, one can define a “login
element” consisting of two form elements for user name and password, and a button
that performs the login action. Grouping these elements by using a nested element
structure, a web author can better characterize the semantics of this component, using
only one sophisticated HTML element. This new element internally consists of the
same three elements (two form elements and a button), but those are hidden inside the
widget. Web Components are an umbrella term for three concepts: Custom Elements
[34], Shadow DOM [33] and HTML Import [35].

Custom Elements is an API that allows defining and registering arbitrary HTML
elements in the web browser. Hereby, web authors can define their own library of
HTML elements.

Shadow DOM characterizes the internal DOM tree of HTML elements. Complex
elements make use of internal elements, e.g., to form the control components like a
“play”, “fast-forward” or “mute” button in the HTML5 video element. So far, only the
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web browser was permitted to manipulate the internal structure of HTML elements. By
the Shadow DOM specification a developer gains access to this internal DOM tree.
The API of the Shadow DOM can be used to hide and manipulate the implementation
details of arbitrary HTML elements, i.e., the Shadow DOM represents the structure and
appearance of a Custom Element and is exposed to a user.

HTML Imports is a mechanism that allows importing HTML documents or
individual elements from different documents during runtime. HTML Imports provide
the foundation to build libraries of arbitrary HTML elements, which can hereby be
reused in multiple HTML documents. The import of the HTML elements can also be
carried out from remote sources. We can utilize this to store HTML templates adjusted
for dedicated user groups and devices on a server like the URC’s resource server and
download the appropriate templates during runtime.

One of the Web Component’s benefits is their web-based foundation; thus, their
platform independence and runtime adaptability. Assistive technologies such as screen
readers interact with web pages as the browser renders them; therefore, Web Com-
ponents and elements in the Shadow DOM are accessed just as any other element and
their accessibility depends equally on accessible design and its conformance to
accessibility guidelines.

As stated in our previous work, URC and the GPII can be an asset for providing
adaptable user interfaces in smart home environments [30, 36]. Web Components can
be a connector that accommodates the need for runtime adaptation, platform inde-
pendence and the connection to URC sockets via common web communication
methods. Also, they allow for reloading of resources to conduct deeper adaptations if
the options for simple adaptations (e.g., increasing font-size) are exhausted. Figure 1
illustrates the interplay of the involved technologies.

The widgets should be defined using Custom Elements and structured to map the
URC socket elements. Therefore, widgets should not contain any specific description of
their appearances on a user interface in their names. Instead they should be described

Fig. 1. Overview of the concept and the interplay of the involved technologies
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by functionality. So, instead of having a “list” element, we would have a
“select-one-of-many” element. The concrete appearance depends on the used controller
device and the specific user needs and preferences derived from the GPII. In order to
accommodate these requirements, each widget must provide the following requirements:

• Some internal adaptation logic to shape its representation. The principle is to adapt
the widgets by the means of the user’s personal preferences. Simpler adjustments,
like changing font-size or color theme, can be directly conducted by the widgets by
using common web techniques such as JavaScript and CSS. Also, some more
complex adaptations like substituting list-menus for radio buttons can be done by
the widget itself, using JavaScript.

• Some appropriate logic to connect to one or several socket elements, so that a target
can be controlled. To connect a URC socket to a specific widget, we can set an
attribute on the widget that point to the specific element in the socket.

• Procedures enabling the connection to the GPII infrastructure to get access to a
user’s preference set to perform required adaptations, or – if the widget cannot
perform the required adjustments – to download a new and suitable widget
appearance from the URC resource server, based on the users preferences and
needs, as proposed in [30].

To compensate for insufficient content adaptations, as described in Sect. 3, we propose
to use the URC resource server to store alternative widget appearances. If the
accommodation of the user needs requires semantic adaptions, e.g., in case of simple
interfaces or the usage of sign-language videos, alternative widget appearance versions
can be downloaded during runtime and substituted in the widget’s Shadow DOM.
A user now sees the exchanged and therefore adapted version of the widget. In order to
function as a valid substitution, the alternative widget appearances have to satisfy the
same interaction paradigm as the original one. If a certain socket element is augmented
with a widget using checkboxes to express the functionality of switching on and off a
light, an alternative widget appearance has to augment the same functionality.

The example in Listing 1 illustrates our proposed widgets, using an example of
augmenting a socket element for light control. The identifier in the attribute
“socket-element” specifies the augmented socket element. Switching the light on or off
is a boolean operation, since the light can either be on or off. Therefore, the socket can
only be augmented by user interface components and interaction pattern that express
this behavior (e.g., checkboxes, radio buttons and rocker-switch shaped pictograms that
are showing the state of the light in a graphical way, as shown in Fig. 2).

Listing 1: Illustration of the widget usage in an application. 

<html>

<head>[...]</head>

<body>

<h1>Light Control</h1>

<boolean-switch socket-element=http://lightController/OnOFF/>

</body>

</html>
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The left interface in Fig. 2 shows a checkbox as a very basic user interface. The
interface on the right illustrates a more descriptive user interface by using a graphic
imitation of a rocker-switch. However, they both rely on the very same widget (cf.
Listing 1) with only the appearance in the Shadow DOM exchanged.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The integration of URC and GPII in predefined widgets provides several benefits for
users and developers. Users can profit from user interfaces that adapt to their individual
needs and also include semantic adaptions by substituting the appearance of a widget to
provide the individually preferred interaction pattern; furthermore, the concept of
sockets makes it possible to exchange targets while still providing a familiar user
interface.

Due to the set of predefined widgets developers have a base for developing
appropriate interfaces for different user groups. Because of the widgets’ internal
adaptation mechanisms, they do not need to address a different user interface for every
user group.

The combination of URC and GPII results in a stronger adaptation mechanisms.
URC provides only the possibility to build personalized user interfaces or exchange
some parts of it, but does not provide any adaptation mechanisms or user preference
sets, like GPII does.

On the other hand, GPII can benefit from the inclusion of the URC to allow changes
at runtime. So far, in the GPII, all required sources for the adaptation must be available
before runtime, which leads to a rather closed system. Here, the URC resource server
can bring additional value to the system by making additional resources available at
runtime. While many resources can be prepared at design time, there are some cases in
which the need for additional resources occurs at runtime.

A further advantage of this system is the provision of additional resources by third
parties, e.g., assistive technology experts can provide sign-language videos for specific
user groups and sockets. When uploaded to a resource server, they become available

Fig. 2. Examples for the appearance of a widget, which is augmenting the on/off functionality of
a socket to switch lights.
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for user interfaces. But third-party contributions bears also security risks such as
injecting malware into the system. In order to cope with security problems, one could
think about a review process for resources, like in an app store for mobile applications.
So far, such techniques are not yet available and also GPII security framework is under
development.

Another issue is the acceptance of adaptive user interfaces by developers. By using
self-adaptive user interfaces that adapts on the clients’ side, the influence on the final
appearance of the user interface is shifted from the developer to the renderer; which can
break the design and function of user interfaces.

By using widgets, developers still have at least some freedom of choice how certain
elements are rendered, located and behave on the final user interface and with that the
acceptance for our approach increases.

The main tasks to be accomplished in the future are to provide an appropriate
security framework and to widen the set of available widgets; furthermore one could
think about a totally automated user interface generation process by parsing a URC
socket description and, based on the result, choosing appropriate widgets.
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